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The Broadie - “Better than gnawing your arm off”

ﬁnd in their favour and it's not surprising that so many people back
out of a situation where the outcome might as well be rolled by a
dice.
I heard recently that another Thanet blogger had been threatened
This has been one of the ways in which those with power have
with legal action due to the content of some of their online posts.
controlled those without the power. Libel law in the UK has been a
law for the powerful - not the righteous, where the suppression of
The Internet has certainly changed the ways in which we interact and information has been controlled because the power to stand up to
we're now discovering the pitfalls of assuming that what we type into those who have often quite rightly been criticised hasn't realistically
the little silver box cannot be linked to us for all times sake.
been open to the average Joe in the street.

I’m Free

Who'd have thought that those comments you wrote on your
Facebook page after the second bottle of wine late on a Saturday
night could come back to haunt you after a prospective employer
decided to do a little digging, or maybe that link you 'liked' originated
from a website with rather dubious content and now the police want
to have words. Perhaps in the heat of the moment you insulted a
religious group and now you're receiving death threats. All events
that have actually happened.

As of January 1st 2014 a new Defamation Act 2013 has come into
being, which will hopefully destroy the image of the UK as the libel
capital of the world. Claimants will now have to show they have
suffered "serious harm" before suing.
The Act includes:“New serious harm threshold" aimed at helping people to
understand when claims should be brought and discourage
wasteful use of court time.

There's no easy answer when it comes to the concept of Freedom of
Speech, to many people the automatic response is that freedom of
speech is an essential, or perhaps a basic right.

Protection for scientists and academics publishing peer-reviewed
material in scientiﬁc and academic journals.

Is it though? Are there not limits as to what can be considered free to
divulge, how would our families and friends feel if we announced
every past transgression or wrongdoing, aren't individuals,
companies and even governments entitled to hold on to certain
secrets. We all operate self censorship, it's what helps hold societies
together. And after all isn’t it right that we can’t go around levelling
accusations at those we don’t necessarily agree with if we don’t have
the evidence to back up our assertions.
The subject has become a bit of a battleﬁeld over the years; those
with power have sought to censor the disagreeable and usurp basic
freedoms with a desire to control, and perhaps that's why those with
a degree of power, whether they be multi-millionaires, politicians,
celebrities, religious ﬁgures or other opinion holders who have sway
over portions of the population have often been the ones wielding
the UK libel laws as a tool to silence dissenters. Debate is not their
friend, as that interferes with the way in which they operate and
questions their authority, perhaps it’s not surprising then that these
sorts are perhaps more likely to threaten or actually put legal weight
behind their outrage at what they consider attacks upon their
character; even when an attack upon their character might have
instead actually been an attack of their opinions, products or policies
When confronted with a person who holds some power announcing
that they will take you to court for 'libel' or to 'Sue' for defamation of
character, what they are most likely saying is "Back off, don't argue
with me, I am stronger than you", it's a bit like a game of chicken.
However if this scenario crops up, those being threatened are much
more likely to back down because the one threatening legal action is
often in a much better situation to see the defendant in court, even
though the outcome of a libel case is often pretty unknowable. The
costs of ﬁghting a libel case are extremely prohibitive to most
people, and that's even when they have a watertight case against the
person or persons they have managed to upset. Add on to that the
fact that you may have to pay the other sides costs should the court

Protection for those publishing material on a matter of public
interest where they reasonably believe that it is in the public
interest
Libel tourism targeted by tightening the test for claims involving
those with little connection to England and Wales being brought
before the courts.
Introduction of a new process aimed at helping potential victims of
defamation online, by resolving the dispute directly with the person
who has posted the statement.
Single-publication rule to prevent repeated claims against a
publisher about the same material
Justice minister Shailesh Vara said: "As a result of these new laws,
anyone expressing views and engaging in public debate can do so
in the knowledge that the law offers them stronger protection
against unjust and unfair threats of legal action. These laws coming
into force represent the end of a long and hard-fought battle to
ensure a fair balance is struck between the right to freedom of
expression and people's ability to protect their reputation.”
www.bbc.co.uk
The new defamation act is clearly a case of ‘About time too’ but it is
still very much worth taking time to consider exactly what you wish
to say when you’re about to ‘Go off on one’ on a social media site.
We regularly have to take down posts when someone hasn’t given
their prose too much thought, more often than not the fault is not
intentional, but just sometimes, not often, we’ve removed people
from our page and deleted their posts because they’ve strayed into
libel, racism and on one occasion, both.
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Information kiosk
Broadstairs Information
Kiosk is located on the
seafront behind the Royal
Albion Hotel; it is a joint
venture by the following
businesses and
organisations:
Shepherd Neame Brewery
(The Royal Albion Hotel)
Broadstairs and St. Peter's
Chamber of Commerce
Broadstairs Tourism and Leisure Association
Broadstairs and St. Peter's Town Council.
Thanet District Council
We had a busy 2013 season, opening at Easter and closing on
3rd November. During that time we greeted 20,912 visitors and
residents, that’s 3,000 more than last year. We hope to receive
even more visitors with the new season starting on Saturday 5th
April, 2014.
Our busiest day was Water Gala with 304 visitors and during
Folk Week, when we extended our opening hours, we had 1659
visitors. The busiest month is of course August with 4809
visitors.
We are lucky to have 48 wonderful volunteers who give their
time to us freely to help in the kiosk in good and bad weather
always with a smile, offering friendly hospitality and sharing the
joys of our beautiful town. If anyone is interested in volunteering
please could they contact info@broadstairsinfokiosk.co.uk
We would like to thank our Sponsors for their generous
donations which help to support the kiosk and thereby helping
both visitors and residents:HORNBY, BOTTLENECK, JOSS BAY SURF SCHOOL, MALCOLMS,
SARAH THORNE, CAREMARK, HANSON HOTEL
BROADSTAIRS HOLIDAY LETS, KENT SCHOOL OF ENGLISH
BEECHES HOLIDAY LETS, TECOCO
If there are any companies who would be willing to sponsor us.
for 2014 season please contact info@broadstairsinfokiosk.co.uk
The sponsor board is on display at the kiosk all year.
You can like us on Facebook www.facebook.com/broadstairsinfo
or follow us on Twitter @broadstairsinfo
Thank you
Gina Harrison
Manager

The poorer relation
Dear sir,
Two months ago we had a tidal surge that caused a lot of
damage to Broadstairs beaches and beach huts. A lot of mess
was caused and the Town Team did most of the clear up. The
Boardwalk is yet to be replaced. Apparently, Margate is the
priority for a new boardwalk, despite the fact that it has a prom
stretching the whole length of the beach, whereas Broadstairs
needs a boardwalk to provide full beach access to the disabled,
parents with prams, etc.
TDC must put more effort into Viking Bay and the other
Broadstairs beaches. A full and proper clean-up is required. The
remaining rubbish needs to be cleared away. We need a new
boardwalk put down. Seaweed needs to be removed (now and
on a regular basis – it only happened twice last summer, and

one of these was a half-hearted attempt on Water Gala Day that still left the
beach unusable in places and very smelly!). All these things have to be done
before Easter in order to give the town a ﬁghting chance this summer.
We love our town and it's time that TDC, who are happy to receive Broadstairs
Council Tax, spend some time and money on us. Broadstairs hosts the event
that draws the largest number of people to Thanet (Folk Week) – we deserve to
be supported and encouraged by TDC for our success, not ignored and treated
as poor relations. (P.S. Give us our weekly and New Year's ﬁreworks back!!!).
Big Dave, Broadstairs
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Broadie
Books
Conversations With
Spirits by E O
Higgins
When E O Higgins was
growing up, he was a liar but he couldn’t spell. Now
able to do both, he has
drawn on these two gifts
in order to pursue a career
in ﬁction writing.
Since leaving university, E
O Higgins has worked
variously as a professional
copywriter, editor, scriptwriter and manager of
editorial departments.
But, it was in a
subsequent period of
unemployment that he
started to write
Conversations with Spirits,
his ﬁrst novel.
When he is not sitting in fusty North London saloon bars writing about
the Kent coast, you’re likely to ﬁnd him hiking around rural
Hertfordshire, ruining a perfectly decent pair of brogues.
Trelawney Hart has given up on life.
Indeed, if it wasn’t for the cherry brandy in store at his London club,
some days he wouldn’t get up off the ﬂoor at all.
The product of a bizarre childhood conditioning, Hart was raised on a
diet of logic and mathematics - which, though endowing him with
greatly overdeveloped mental faculties, left him emotionally starved
and antisocial.
Twenty years on, Hart has withdrawn entirely from society and now
ekes out a feckless, lonely existence, rarely venturing outside the
reading-room of The Hyperborea Club.
This lifestyle is summarily interrupted, however, when Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle - spiritualist crusader and celebrated author of the Sherlock
Holmes novels - arrives at the club’s door and demands that Hart
travels to Broadstairs, Kent, to help him investigate a local man by the
name of J.P. Beasant, whom he believes to be a psychic medium of
unparalleled gift.
Hart agrees to attend an upcoming demonstration of Beasant’s
powers, driven on by his anticipation of exposing the psychic as a
fraud. However, it is not long before he ﬁnds himself lost amidst a
series of seemingly inexplicable events - and he is forced to consider
that there may be much more to life than he had ever thought
possible…
Conversations with Spirits is a comic mystery novel, set over the course
of a single lost weekend in 1917. A sharp, beautifully-realised ramble
through English society during the last years of the Great War, in the
company of a host of vividly-drawn characters - and none so richly
rendered as Trelawney Hart: a dissipated genius in a borrowed hat and
coat.
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Warm Hearts,
Warm Hats.
Less than three weeks, more than
twenty knitters (some ﬁrst timers)
and 110 colourful hats on their way
to children in the camps on the
borders of Lebanon and Syria.
Thank you Broadstairs.
The major charities are doing an
almost impossible job in the camps
on both sides of the borders, the
hospitals are overrun and just in
that area there are hundreds of
children who are destitute,
displaced and very very cold in the unusually snowy
weather.
The Irish medics working with the UN Peacekeeping force in
fairly grisly conditions in the hospitals around the
Lebanon/Syria/Israel borders are also spending their own
time and money on providing a little comfort for as many
children as possible – hence the plea for warm hats. A
family member mentioned this to me and I knew the core of
the Knitting at the Albion group would come up trumps – I
thought 50 hats would be very generous. However, word
spread, thanks to The Broadie and some friends at Turner
Contemporary, and by the time you read this each hat will

belong to a traumatised child as something
to 'own', to wear and to remind them that
there are still good people who care about
them as individuals.
This was just a one off sadly, mainly because
of security and logistical issues in delivery.
This batch is going out as personal baggage
with some of the lads returning to Lebanon
after a well deserved break in their six month
stint.
Now the Albion
knitters are back to
planning their next
bit of mischief! It will
take a lot to beat the
yarn bombing of the
Bandstand at Folk
Week, the Food Fair
and the colourful
props for the theatre
in Margate. Keep an
eye on our Facebook
page Knitting at the
Albion, for updates.

Thea Scott

